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Task Description:

Flight crews in Long Duration Space Exploration (LDSE) missions are isolated for prolonged periods with access to only
limited, time-lagged communications with ground operations. This creates numerous team-related challenges. Under
such conditions, a single crew member who is a "poor fit" can jeopardize mission effectiveness, and even a well-formed
team must adapt during its time together to remain effective. The proposed research addresses how best to compose an
LDSE team, as well as how to use subsequent team countermeasures to optimize team resilience, adaptability, and
viability during a mission. 
The research program represents a synthesis of existing technologies and knowledge, and the advancement of new
methods and applications, all grounded in the unique demands of LDSE. We consider team effectiveness as not only
traditional task performance, but also, given the LDSE setting and mission, team sustainability and viability over time.
Based on a synthesis of existing research, input from subject matter experts, and new empirical studies, we will
recommend evidence-based guidelines for composing LDSE flight teams, identify diagnostic measures to guide
preemptive actions, prototype a self-sustainment countermeasure to address psychosocial vulnerabilities, and develop
specifications for an automated, diagnostic-driven, Team Autonomous Self-Development and Sustainment (TAS2)
module. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

The isolation and time-lagged communications that astronauts experience in Long Duration Space Exploration (LDSE)
can create numerous team-related challenges (Caldwell, 2005; Dion, 2004; Halbesleben, Bowler, 2007; Schmidt,
Keeton, Slack, Leveton, & Shea, 2009). Mitigating these challenges involves not only selecting appropriate crew
members but also ensuring that they have sufficient team resilience, adaptability and vitality to meet the demands of
LDSE. This multi-year effort focuses on assisting the LDSE team formation process by extending traditional team
member selection models to integrate teamwork and psychosocial requirements with traditional position and mission
requirements; utilizing longitudinal multiplex network analysis techniques to better diagnose and anticipate challenges to
team coordination and effectiveness before they evolve into problems that could impact team viability and mission
success; helping teams sustain their performance and coordination over the duration of the mission by building upon
existing debriefing techniques and developing diagnostic-driven, team-guided countermeasures that address
psychosocial needs and vulnerabilities as well as more traditional team development needs; and identifying principles
for ground-based team training to help ensure teams can and will engage in self-sustainment activities during LDSE
missions. 
  

Task Progress:

Proposed tasks for Year I included: 1) understanding the LDSE requirements and team effectiveness criteria, 2)
examining team selection/composition and developing initial guidelines, 3)examining diagnostic options and
developing initial guidelines, 4) validating preliminary findings and establishing Year 2 and 3 research plans. 
Year I progress includes: Group for Organizational Effectiveness, Inc. (gOE) personnel conducted an initial kick-off
meeting and reviewed the literature to clarify LDSE team requirements. In addition, gOE established connections with
other NASA researchers (e.g., other team researchers; sleep researchers) to help ensure integration where appropriate.
gOE developed structured interview protocols and initiated the process to conduct structured interviews with subject
matter experts (SMEs). In addition, gOE worked on understanding the criteria domain (i.e., on-going crew effectiveness)
including traditional performance indices, as well as team viability, adaptability, learning, and resilience. Based on this
work, gOE is focusing on team resilience as a critical yet under-studied construct which will be reported in a subsequent
white paper. 

During Year I, progress was made integrating and synthesizing relevant research on team composition. Based on that
research synthesis and results from the forthcoming subject matter expert interviews, gOE will craft a set of initial team
composition recommendations. These recommendations will offer preliminary advice about pertinent individual and
team level characteristics for forming effective, resilient LDSE crews. This work is also driving the identification of key
team composition variables for Year 2 and 3 empirical research studies. 

gOE reviewed the literature on team diagnostics and related interventions. Based on this understanding and the
requirements of an LDSE mission, we have identified team self-sustaining debriefs as target countermeasures that we
will study in subsequent years. gOE convened a panel of experts in team research to provide feedback on our research
and identify potential opportunities for collaboration on future NASA research. By the end of Year I, gOE will establish
research plans, protocols, and measures for use in Year 2 and 3 studies. 
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